Hello, we hope you are well and enjoying the end of the Spring
season! Here are the M2S Tech highlighted products and updates
from our suppliers since the start of the year. Feel free to reach
out if you have any questions or would like any samples.

Infineon TLI4971 Current Sensor
The Infineon current sensors provide accurate and
stable current measurement up to 120A. We offer
eight different derivatives 25A, 50A, 75A as well as
120A - both, standard or UL certified versions. The
products are intended for use in high-voltage
industrial applications such as electric drives, photovoltaic inverters, power
supplies or battery management systems.

Learn More or Request a Sample

Murata High Power Density
10:1 DC-DC Converters
Murata announces two new ultra-wide 10:1
ratio DC-DC converters, the 250W IRHW80 half-brick and the 150W IRQ-W80
quarter-brick from Murata Power Solutions.
Both high power density modules feature

efficiency levels above 91% with a 16 – 160 Vdc input voltage range. Typical
applications include powering equipment on board trains, such as infotainment,
communications and lighting, and from a wide range of battery voltages, that
require a reliable DC source.

Learn More or Request a Sample

Digi IX15 Cellular Router
The versatile Digi IX15 device functions
as both gateway and router for
customers seeking lower-cost, quickerto-market alternatives to chip-down DIY
designs for networking operations. Digi
IX15 is an industrial-grade IoT gateway
that connects Digi XBee® modules to
cloud applications over cellular or
Ethernet, providing the easiest path to Internet connectivity for the Digi XBee
cosystem of hardware, software, services and award-winning tools.

Learn More or Request a Sample

Hirose FX26 - Floating BtB
Connector
Combining shock and vibration
resistance with high heat resistance up
to 140°, the FX26 Series connector
delivers high reliability in harsh
environment applications.
Key Benefits:
• Improves assembly time and reduces costs by replacing traditional cable
connectors Narrow pitch
• Absorbs misalignment while tightening screws and PCB shrinkage caused by
high temperatures
• Large effective mating length for improved performance and reliability.

Learn More or Request a Sample

AZ Displays 10.25" IPS LCD
AZ Displays continues to expand its product
offering for the industrial and medical market.
The newest IPS module, ATM1025L1-CT, is a
unique wide aspect ratio IPS display that is
designed to operate at -30 to 85oC. This LCD
module has already received a lot of interest
in the market for medical applications, time management systems, marine
clusters, and several other designs. This 10.25” display was designed with high
performance in mind.

Learn More or Request a Sample

Kind regards,
Your Team at M2S Tech
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